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The report on non-financial information of

CSG's planned transformation in terms of business

CZECHOSLOVAK GROUP a.s. (CSG) reflects the

sustainability and social responsibility, including its

requirements of Directive 2014/95/EU of the

future vision.

European Parliament and of the Council on
non-financial reporting and the related obligations

The report is the most recent free-form report, reporting

set out in the Accounting Act, the amendment of

non-financial information for the period from 1 January to

which transposed this Directive into Czech legislation.

31 December 2021 for companies with a significant share
of CSG's assets and results and is not externally audited

The report provides background information on the

as a whole. We are already preparing the next edition

environmental impact of CSG's activities, employee

in the form of a comprehensive sustainability report

welfare, social issues, the compliance programme

in line with the GRI methodology, the main theses of

in place, information on the fight against corruption

the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and

and bribery, the applied diversity policy and outlines

the European Sustainability Taxonomy.
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INTRODUCTION

Dear Readers,
We have had another year of the covid pandemic

Our focus has also been on the sustainability aspects

and the worsening economic situation not only in

of the business. We started working hard on its strategy

the Czech Republic but also in the world behind us.

and gradually bringing it to life through environmental

Doing business in these times often feels like a roller

and social projects. We approach the issue of ESG with

coaster ride, but in many ways it helps us to open our

realism and vigour. Our ambition for the time being is

eyes and see what we wouldn't normally see. So let

not to become carbon neutral, but to gradually show

me depart from looking back at last year's business

and prove that it does not have to be impossible for

and gaze at 2021 from a different perspective.

an industrial and commercial holding company to
excel in this area. It can thus contribute to meeting the

First of all, I would like to thank all our employees. In

EU's commitments and ideally inspire others.

spite of the fact that times are often difficult, exhaust
ing and for some unfortunately accompanied by
sad family stories, they do a great job that is above
standard, and I appreciate this immensely. In the past

Michal Strnad

year, we have tried to embody our thanks in a wide

CSG Board of Directors Chairman

range of company benefits, loyalty rewards and support for the personal and professional development
of our employees. We not only intend to continue this
effort and dialogue but also to improve.
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VALUES AND
FUTURE VISION
CSG is a holding company representing the activities of a group of industrial and commercial companies
primarily based in the Czech Republic and Slovakia. CSG's main industries are mechanical engineering, automotive, railway, aerospace and defence. CSG's product portfolio is very diverse: from watches to train brakes,
trucks to radar and navigation systems for the civil and defence industry. CSG's strategy is to operate and expand
in promising sectors of traditional Czech and Slovak industry with strong export potential. Thanks to this strong
focus on export, CSG products can be found on every continent and the number of customers is growing. For
details on what we do and a description of each company's activities, please read our annual report.
THE TRADITION CONTINUES

in the field of manufacturing and global trade and
is a worthy heir to the MADE IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA

CSG's roots date back to 1995, so it has been on

brand. This means building a long-lasting and suc-

the market for more than 20 years, which proves

cessful group of companies in the field of civil and

its stability and credibility. The Group's activities are

special manufacturing, which builds on the centu-

constantly developing, the Holding is expanding

ry-old tradition of Czechoslovak industry and which

and creating promising job opportunities. It cur-

trades with domestic and foreign customers from

rently employs more than eight thousand workers

the public and private sectors all over the world.

across the Czech Republic and other European
countries, which in itself represents a challenge and

SUSTAINABLE AND RESPONSIBLE FOR THE FUTURE

a great commitment. Employee satisfaction and
a well-established company culture are our priori-

The industrial-commercial holding label gives

ties. The stated goal is to become a major Central

the impression of the impossibility of sustain

European industrial holding company that excels

able business. CSG set out to dispel and prove this
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misconception that behaving sustainably and respon-

COVID-19 PANDEMIC AND ITS IMPACT

sibly is also possible in this sector. For this reason, in

ON ACTIVITIES IN 2021

mid-2021, it launched a large-scale project to assess

Last year, CSG faced an unprecedented ongoing

the economic, environmental and social impacts of

situation related to the Covid-19 pandemic. The

CSG's activities and to set specific goals and com-

global scale of the pandemic and the related emer-

mitments for the future in the area of sustainable

gency measures taken by governments not only

development and social responsibility.

brought new risks that the CSG had to effectively
deal with domestically, but also internationally due

The project builds on ESG factors and CSG intends

to its cross-border impact.

to report its first results and specific targets together
with the 2022 annual report in line with the GRI

The Group has been successful in this regard. Thanks

methodology and the main theses of the UN Sustain-

to the adoption of a number of preventive measures,

able Development Goals (SDGs).

continuous monitoring of the situation and strategic
planning linked to the rapidly evolving domestic and

Its focus will fall into three basic categories, following

global situation, the Group was able to avoid a serious

the ESG model:

impact of the coronavirus crisis on its operations. This
success was also helped by the diversification of the

E SETTING ENVIRONMENTAL TARGETS

Group, the specificity of its business areas and the

—	Measure the carbon footprint and set up a gradual

existence of long-term contracts. Details of the impact

decarbonisation of the Group as a whole

of Covid-19 on order intake, the ability of customers

—	Reduce energy and water consumption

to meet their contractual obligations, supply chains,

—	Reduce generated waste

labour availability and liquidity can be found in the

— Gradually move to a circular economy

Group's 2021 Annual Report.

S SETTING SOCIAL OBJECTIVES

The ongoing pandemic has exposed the Holding to new

—	Increase the attractiveness of CSG as a responsi-

risks, which can be broadly divided into two main groups:

ble employer (stability of jobs created, safety of
the working environment, increase in the effec-

BUSINESS, MANUFACTURING, OPERATIONS:

tiveness of employee benefits, support for per-

—	forced interruption of production and business

sonal and professional growth with an emphasis

activities

on work-life balance, diversity and equal opportu-

— travel restrictions

nities and treatment)

—	lower frequency of trade fairs and the opportunity

—	Being a good and responsible neighbour, supporting community life

to meet customers
—	rate of sick leave

—	Engage in well-targeted sponsorship and charitable activities

—	reduced performance
—	delays in orders

—	Ensure a high level of security for our companies and their employees, with an emphasis on

—	reduced export capability
—	drop in orders

cyberspace
FINANCIAL:
G	SETTING CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
OBJECTIVES

—	the cost of measures to prevent the spread of
disease among employees and compliance with

—	Ensure ethical and responsible business prac-

government measures

tices (increase the frequency of CSG compliance

— reduced solvency of business partners

training, i.e. reduce the risk of corruption, money

— cash flow interventions

laundering, fraudulent or unethical behaviour)
—	Continue to consistently apply the established
anti-corruption measures
—	Increase transparency – publishing the 2022
Sustainability Report

In the coming year, the Group will continue to monitor
the development of individual risk indicators and will
make every effort to eliminate them, in particular by
taking appropriate and effective preventive measures
and quickly responding to any negative impacts.
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THE ENVIRONMENT
In 2021, CSG continued to make significant environmental investments and projects
despite the adverse situation associated with the Covid-19 pandemic.
One of the most important plans involving TATRA

replacing lighting in selected buildings on the

TRUCKS a. s. is the project entitled Development

company's premises in Šternberk. The aim of improv-

of Hydrogen Fuel Cell Truck. The aim of the project

ing energy efficiency is to be achieved by reducing

is to develop a fully electrified truck with hydrogen

the final energy consumption on the industrial site,

fuel cell propulsion. Its focus responds to the current

reducing CO2 emissions, reducing primary particulate

need and effort of the EU and its member states to

emissions and secondary particulate precursors.

reduce greenhouse gas emissions in all sectors in
a long-term and sustainable manner. The project

The two companies, EXCALIBUR ARMY spol. s r.o.

will not only focus on the development of electrified

and TATRA TRUCKS a. s., then collaborate on the

propulsion for trucks, but also on solving problems

Research and Development of Continuously Varia-

affecting the performance of such emission-free

ble Transmission for Use in Trucks project. The aim is

vehicles. This will enable the greening of transport in

to make the new types of gearboxes more efficient in

mining, forestry, agriculture and possibly also for the

their operation, which should also lead to fuel savings

armed and security forces. A prototype is already in

of several percent. Material production inputs alone

the pipeline for 2022.

are reduced by 25% and thus represent a substantial
reduction in CO2 production in the manufacturing

Another project titled Energy Saving Measures at

process. In addition, a positive environmental impact

EXCALIBUR ARMY spol. s r. o. is aimed at achiev-

in terms of NOx is predicted due to the possibility of

ing energy savings by decentralising heating and

engine operation in the optimal load area. Once the
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planned distribution of such modified cars to dif-

under development. In total, this pilot project can

ferent groups of truck customers is completed, fuel

prevent 16,921,800 kg of CO2 emissions. However,

savings will be achieved while reducing environmen-

due to the innovative nature of the solution, the

tal burden.

market potential is significantly higher. The DAKO
ITBL brake will become the lightest brake of its type

It is also necessary to mention the Revitalisation of

meeting UIC requirements on the European market,

Hall 330/ 7 project, whose investor is TATRA DEFENCE

which will mean a clear market advantage in a seg-

VEHICLE a.s. In this case, the introduction of energy

ment where tens of thousands of units are produced

saving measures is intended to increase the effi-

annually.

ciency of energy consumption and reduce the energy
intensity of operations. Specifically, these are build-

ELDIS Pardubice, s.r.o. develops new more accurate

ing modifications (roof insulation, skylight and door

radar systems for use in civil aviation. This is the way

replacement), installation of LED lighting and HVAC

to achieve a truly low-carbon economy and greater

units, hot water and heating system upgrades. The

resilience to climate change. The main principle is to

implementation of the project will improve the qual-

increase the efficiency of air traffic management. In

ity of the environment. There will be a reduction in

terms of excess CO2 emissions, there are significant

final energy consumption within the production site

differences between the different phases of flight.

(in GJ/year), a reduction in CO2 emissions (in t/year)

They are the ones to whom the project outputs are

and a reduction in emissions of primary particulates

directed. The results of the implemented research

and secondary particulate precursors (in t/year).

projects will allow the significant improvement of
radar technology used at conventional airports. This

DAKO-CZ, a.s., as a socially responsible company,

improvement will have a positive impact on the

works systematically to reduce the environmental

optimisation of air traffic management. The operator

impact of its business. An important parameter

will have radar vision with better resolution at longer

of this action is the carbon footprint, expressed

ranges and thus more accurate flight data, allowing

in CO2equivalent, which the company not only

earlier prediction of trajectory and air situation. This

seeks to reduce in the production process, but also

will result in improved control operations – more

focuses on the impact of the product on its CO2

flexible changes in flight levels and speeds, reduced

footprint throughout its life cycle. The development

circling around the airport, etc. This implies that

of a new generation of ITBL beam brakes for trucks

aircraft time in the air prior to landing can be signifi-

is also contributing to this. One of the main goals

cantly reduced or their manoeuvring and movements

here is a significant weight saving of 100 kg per

on the airfield can be simplified. As a result, the abso-

brake unit. The weight reduction will have a signif-

lute fuel consumption will be reduced, and thereby

icant impact on reducing the CO2 footprint both

also the amount of CO2 emissions released, which

in primary energy consumption during production

will have a positive impact on the carbon footprint

and throughout the product life cycle. Due to the

left by transport aircraft.

high mileage of trucks, which averages 45,000 km
per year, and its long service life of 40 years, the

CSG is also thinking about sustainable investments.

transport of "dead weight" is reduced by lightening

The Group is a co-founder and current shareholder

the truck and its components. This accounts for

of the landmark InoBat project, which specialises

a significant part of the energy consumption of rail

in pioneering research, development, manufacture

transport. From the project calculations, it is evident

and delivery of premium innovative electric batter-

that by reducing the weight, it is possible to achieve

ies. They are custom designed to meet the specific

a significant elimination of CO2 emissions resulting

requirements of global mainstream and special-

from the production and subsequent operation of

ist OEMs in the automotive, commercial vehicle,

rolling stock. By achieving a weight saving of 100

motorsport and aerospace industries. The long-term

kg per new DAKO ITBL brake unit, 4,029 kg of CO2

goal here is to supply the European market with

emissions can be avoided. According to the market-

new energy solutions. InoBat is developing in several

ing study, which was a requirement for the opening

industries – electromobility, energy storage, recy-

of the technical development task, there is currently

cling, charging and hydrogen – and is making.

a demand for 4,200 units of the DAKO ITBL brake
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INFORMATION RELATED TO CLIMATE CHANGE

plans to start reporting information on the business
model, due diligence policies and procedures, results,

With regard to the impact of climate change on the

key risks and its management, and key performance

operations of individual Group companies, it can be

indicators in the context of climate change with data

stated that this is not considered by CSG in the short

for 2022 in line with the GRI methodology and taking

term as a financially significant aspect. The Group has

into account the TCFD.

significant potential to minimise the risks associated
with climate change due to its diversification and

The Group is also affected by the European Sustain

counter-cyclical activities.

ability Taxonomy, which provides universal criteria
for classifying sustainable economic activities and

In order to ensure the highest possible risk minimi-

sets out a periodic reporting process to ensure

sation in the medium and long term, CSG Holding

transparency in this area. And it is for these first two

has started to analyse the risks, dependencies and

environmental (climate) targets – climate change

opportunities related to climate change in relation to

mitigation and adaptation – that the Group is already

its activities within the framework of the above-men-

meeting its reporting obligation for 2021. This is done

tioned ESG project. The Group proceeded to assess

by disclosing financial data on taxonomically eligible

both types of risks, i.e., those with negative impacts

activities, capital expenditure and operating expendi-

on the climate and those with negative impacts on

ture in the 2021 Annual Report.

the company, i.e. physical and transition risks. The CSG
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EMPLOYEES
AND SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
CSG Group is an employer with good prospects for more than eight thousand employees in the Czech
Republic and Slovakia. This brings with it considerable responsibility, particularly in ensuring a safe working
environment for employees and creating fair and attractive working conditions and equal opportunity. The
Group recognises that employees are the cornerstone of a successful business and in 2021 continued its
efforts to stabilise, develop, support and motivate them.
SAFETY AND HEALTH OF OUR EMPLOYEES

Thanks to these adapted standards, companies

IN THE COVID ERA

can react flexibly to the latest developments in the
pandemic situation. Emphasis was and is still placed

Like most companies around the world, CSG was

on prevention, and measures were taken across the

faced with the 2021 Covid-19 pandemic and its

Group to prevent the introduction of infection into

impact on the daily work and personal lives of its

the company premises and to minimise the risk of

employees. At its very beginning, a crisis team was

spreading infection in the workplace. Where the

created, which became the main source of informa-

nature of the work allowed, the use of home-based

tion for the management of individual companies.

work was preferred.

The rapid implementation of anti-pandemic mea
sures and their sharing across the Group has helped

CSG also paid considerable attention to progress in

protect the health of our workers and strengthen

the area of cyber security. Computing resources were

trust in their employer. During the year, the pro-

equipped with adequate tools for their safe use when

cesses of individual companies were adjusted to

working from home. A suite of training sessions on

standardise the protection of employees' health in

current cyber threats and preventing cyber attacks

the context of the new risk.

have been delivered across the Group's companies.

CZECHOSLOVAK GROUP
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In 2021, CSG representatives also participated in

A great added value of the programme is the network-

a cyber security exercise within the framework of the

ing of participants, thanks to which they gain useful

platform for cooperation between strategic compa-

inspiration and links to colleagues in other companies,

nies of the Czech defence industry and the state,

which helps everyone's career development.

organised by the Ministry of Defence of the Czech
Republic together with the National Office for Cyber

EDUCATION AT CSGM

and Information Security (NUCSIS). Participants had
to deal with real cases of cyber attacks as well as with

In 2021, the service company CSGM a.s. launched the

related technical, legal or media aspects and inter-

implementation of a training project with the sup-

connection with crisis management.

port of the European Social Fund and its operational
programme focused on employment and adaptabil-

STABLE EMPLOYER CREATING ATTRACTIVE

ity. Thanks to it, a number of professional trainings

WORKING CONDITIONS

have been implemented. In addition to the language
training, two significant blocks of training for mem-

CSG's goal is not only to provide a safe working

bers of the financial accounting and financial con-

environment but also to create quality employment

trolling teams were implemented, as well as training

opportunities, focus on employee retention, develop-

on the amended Labour Code and on the use of the

ment and training, and ensure their career progression

Microsoft Office suite of office applications.

within individual companies or the Holding as a whole.
The aim of the training for financial accountants
In 2021, the employee sponsorship programme

was to deepen their knowledge in specific areas of

continued, with the primary aim of supporting

accounting and, at the same time, to make their work

employees in their non-professional activities and

with accounting software more efficient.

thus rewarding their activity. It focuses on projects
in which CSG employees themselves are actively

A seven-day programme with specialists from the

involved and participate in their implementation

Controller Institute was tailor-made for financial

(sports clubs, interest groups, cultural groups, etc.),

controllers. The aim of this pilot programme was to

but support is also directed to activities proposed by

set a standard for the training of financial controllers

the employees themselves, which are seen as mean-

throughout the Holding to support their professional

ingful, add value and bring people joy. In the first half

development.

of 2021, 18 projects were supported with a total of
CZK 199,000, and eight projects with a total of CZK

COOPERATING WITH UNIVERSITIES

163,000 in the second half of the year.
The individual companies of the Holding cooperate
TALENT PROGRAMME

with a number of universities in order to support
students in training for practice and, at the same

CSG actively contributes to the development of tal-

time, to take advantage of the opportunity to recruit

ented employees. To this end, the second run of the

new employees. Thanks to the location of the com-

development programme, which will last 1.5 years, was

panies in different regions of the Czech Republic

launched in 2021 to support talented people in their

and Slovakia, cooperation with the Czech Technical

career development. 35 participants from almost all

University in Prague, Brno University of Technology,

companies of the Holding were nominated. The main

Technical University of Ostrava, University of Defence

pillars of the programme are:

in Brno, UJEP in Ústí nad Labem and Prague
University of Economics and Business has been set

—	specialised workshops focused on project man-

up. Within the framework of this partnership, compa-

agement, finance for managers, crisis manage-

nies offer students internships, professionally focused

ment, lean manufacturing, leadership, etc.

tours, cooperation on theses or part-time jobs in the

—	implementing own change project with the help
of know-how and inspiration from workshops
—	mentoring by CSG experts or specialists from the
company's environment

CZECHOSLOVAK GROUP
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In 2021, thanks to international student teams, we

For example, TATRA TRUCKS a. s. lent fire-fighters

implemented three projects focused on business

several dump trucks for the removal of debris after

strategy for selected companies in the CSG Aerospace

a tornado in South Moravia and sent a service team

and CSG Automotive divisions.

to Greece at its own expense to support Czech
fire-fighters who were helping to extinguish forest

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

fires. The Group companies also participate in actions
for the benefit of the Military Solidarity Fund, which

Employees were provided with a wide range

helps professional soldiers in difficult life situations.

of benefits, such as:
Supporting sport
—	days of leave beyond the legal minimum
—	option to work from home

CSG also supports a wide range of sporting activities –

—	language programmes

from athletics to professional ice hockey and football

—	discounted offers on products and services from

to motorsport. The Group’s companies have tradition-

companies of the CSG Group

ally sponsored, for example, the Buggyra racing team,

—	contribution to additional pension schemes

which has successfully participated in the Dakar Rally

—	contribution to leisure activities

in the truck category for many years. Another example

—	fuel allowance

is the partnership with the HC Sparta ice hockey club.

—	discounted tariffs for calls and data services
—	employee events

Supporting culture

WE HELP AND SUPPORT

CSG's sponsorship activities also focus on various
concerts and festivals in the regions where the

Last year, CSG's support and assistance was not only

Group's companies are based. Exceptional cultural

directed to employees but also to non-profit organ-

achievements were the renovation of the historic

isations, culture, sports, education and other socially

motor car Slovenská strela, a national technical

beneficial activities.

monument, and the opening of the new Tatra Truck
Museum in cooperation with the Moravian-Silesian

Help for the sick, disabled and elderly

region and other partners. CSG also supports the
Karlovy Vary International Film Festival.

Other companies in the Group also help the severely
ill and disabled in cooperation with non-profit organ-

Supporting education

isations. Targeted assistance to employees in difficult
life situations is provided in individual cases. Homes

Of course, technical education is also among the

for the elderly are also supported. JOB AIR Technic

areas to which CSG support is directed. The flagship

a.s. supports the training of dogs for early detection

activity is the Tatra to Schools project, which enables

of cancer. Furthermore, the Group gifted a specially

students of the auto mechanic trade to assemble

adapted vehicle to an employee after a spinal injury.

and put into operation a Tatra Phoenix vehicle. JOB

Another example is the support of the civic associa-

AIR Technic helps to develop and improve the quality

tion MSM pre ľudí, o.z., and the opening of the first

of the field of aircraft mechanics in Ostrava through

permanent exhibition of art by disabled artists in the

scholarship programmes. Tatra also sponsors a stu-

Slovak Republic.

dent formula car project built by students of Masaryk
University in Brno.

Support for security and IZS components
The Group companies sponsor a number of events
for the public, such as NATO Days in Ostrava or the
Day of the Ground Forces – BAHNA, one of the largest
annual presentations of the Czech Army. They also
help the volunteer fire brigades in the Czech Republic
and further direct support to professional rescuers.
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DIVERSITY
POLICY
Since 1 September 2019, CSG has applied a diversity policy aimed at achieving a balanced and diverse
make-up of persons on the Board of Directors and the Supervisory Board, in particular with regard to the
criteria of age, gender, education and expertise or practical experience.
The Nomination Committee as an advisory body

The suitability of a candidate is always assessed by the

to the General Meeting:

Committee in accordance with the principles set out
in the policy, particularly taking into account the cri-

—	evaluates and recommends candidates for vacan-

teria of adequate education, professional experience,

cies on the Board of Directors or the Supervisory

understanding of the company's activities, moral

Board to the General Meeting for approval

integrity, time availability in relation to the scope of

—	regularly, and at least once a year, assesses the

the position, reliability, previous activities, etc. Each

knowledge, skills and experience of individual

candidate is also considered in the context of the

members of the Board of Directors and Supervisory

diversity of the elected body as a whole in terms of

Board and of these bodies as a whole and reports

experience, education, expertise, gender and age.

to the General Meeting
—	at least once a year evaluates the structure, size,

At its meeting in July 2021, the Nomination Commit-

composition and performance of the Board of

tee carried out a periodic assessment of the collective

Directors and Supervisory Board and makes

suitability of the composition of the Board of Direc-

recommendations to the General Meeting on any

tors and the Supervisory Board and an evaluation of

changes

the structure, size, composition and functioning of
these bodies.
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CSG COMPLIANCE
PROGRAMME
The Compliance Programme is a comprehensive system of internal measures and procedures for the prevention, detection and response to potential illegal or unethical conduct by CSG. Its main objective is to ensure
the legality of the Group's activities and, at the same time, to declare (internally and externally) CSG's will to
comply with ethical and moral standards of business.
The basis of the compliance programme is the Code

The compliance programme includes other internal

of Conduct, which includes the ethical standards of

regulations or measures targeting different areas.

the Holding that all employees and management

These include corporate criminal liability, conflict

of the individual companies of the Holding and

of interest, anti-corruption measures, prevention of

members of the Board of Directors must follow.

money laundering, personal data protection, informa-

Some of its provisions also apply to specific groups

tion security, competition protection, fraud detection

of employees (e.g. salespeople) or affect entities out-

and investigation, monitoring and analysis of security

side CSG's holding company (e.g. suppliers and deal-

risks and other related areas.

ers) in the Czech Republic and other countries in
which CSG operates. The Code of Conduct was last

Individual activities are linked to the internal reg-

updated in early 2021 and the new version is availa-

ulations, in particular to monitor compliance with

ble at https://czechoslovakgroup.cz/eticky-kodex.

legal obligations and internal regulations. They are
also tasked with preventing illegal actions or the

The Code of Conduct is linked to the Ethics Line,

imposition of sanctions by state authorities, as well

which was launched in March 2016 and to which all

as financial and reputation losses of the Holding.

employees of the Holding can send their complaints

These activities include regular training, screening of

about unethical, corrupt, illegal, dangerous or other-

business partners, control activities including internal

wise risky behaviour within CSG.

audits, etc.
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FIGHT AGAINST
CORRUPTION
AND BRIBERY
The fight against corruption and bribery is also an integral part of the compliance programme. CSG strictly
rejects and prohibits any corrupt behaviour by its employees. CSG employees, in particular members of the
sales and marketing department, are obliged to inform external partners, especially dealers and suppliers,
about CSG's anti-corruption programme, or those parts of it that concern external partners.
The general responsibility for the implementation of

CSG Holding's business partners are obliged to inves-

CSG's anti-corruption programme lies with the Board

tigate, through the Compliance Department, whether

of Directors, while the Compliance Department plays

there are proven cases of corruption in relation to

a managerial role in its implementation. It also has

CSG's external partners and to take this into account

direct access to the members of the Board of Direc-

when making business decisions, including the pos-

tors in this matter and is responsible for the continu-

sibility of not establishing or terminating relationships

ous implementation of the ethics and anti-corruption

with partners where corruption has been identified.

agenda in the company.
Any conduct by employees in a conflict of interest
CSG and its dealers are required to consider corrup-

is prohibited. Therefore, they may not participate in

tion risks in the process of evaluating business oppor-

CSG's supply and business relationships as suppliers

tunities and negotiating business cases. These are

or customers of goods and services, either directly or

mainly determined by whether the customer is from

indirectly, and may not benefit personally from such

the public or private sector, the position of the cus-

relationships from any entity other than CSG.

tomer's country of origin in Transparency International's global anti-corruption ranking, and the method of
procurement (competitive or single-source).
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In order to build good relations, especially in the

Sponsorship donations that are tied to any busi-

business area, CSG provides standard services for its

ness opportunity in the public or private sectors are

partners, such as the possibility of covering the costs

prohibited. This rule applies similarly to donations to

of CSG partners' stays and providing gifts. However,

political parties and movements. The purpose of CSG

it is forbidden to provide partners with unreasonably

sponsorship is to support education (especially tech-

luxurious accommodation, unethical and expensive

nical education), as well as to support sports, culture

entertainment services or to give them gifts whose

and the non-profit sector, especially in the region

value is clearly unreasonable. This conduct is consid-

where CSG holding companies operate.

ered potential corruption in relation to CSG partners.
Similarly, CSG managers and employees, particularly
in the sales department, are prohibited from accepting such clearly inappropriate services or luxury gifts.
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CONCLUSION
AND PLANNED
ACTIONS FOR 2022
In addition to continuing to support the development

build an industrial and commercial holding com-

of promising sectors of traditional Czech and Slovak

pany while striving to minimise the potential neg-

industry, CSG has set a new priority for 2022. This is to

ative environmental impacts of CSG's activities and

focus on the areas of sustainable development and

strengthening its position as a responsible employer.

social responsibility that resonate with current events

We send thanks to everyone who has read our report,

in the world.

and especially to those who have provided us with
the feedback necessary to meaningfully add to the

Our goal is not only to formally set strategies and

report in future years.

commitments in this area, but especially to put
them into everyday practice and daily operations in
the Group's individual companies. CSG's vision is to
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